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Abstract
Semi-supervised domain adaptation (SSDA) aims to adapt
models trained from a labeled source domain to a different
but related target domain, from which unlabeled data and
a small set of labeled data are provided. Current methods
that treat source and target supervision without distinction
overlook their inherent discrepancy, resulting in a sourcedominated model that has not effectively use the target supervision. In this paper, we argue that the labeled target
data needs to be distinguished for effective SSDA, and propose to explicitly decompose the SSDA task into two subtasks: a semi-supervised learning (SSL) task in the target
domain and an unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) task
across domains. By doing so, the two sub-tasks can better leverage the corresponding supervision and thus yield
very different classifiers. To integrate the strengths of the
two classifiers, we apply the well established co-training
framework, in which the two classifiers exchange their high
confident predictions to iteratively “teach each other” so
that both classifiers can excel in the target domain. We call
our approach Deep Co-training with Task decomposition
(D E C OTA). D E C OTA requires no adversarial training and
is easy to implement. Moreover, D E C OTA is well founded
on the theoretical condition of when co-training would succeed. As a result, D E C OTA achieves state-of-the-art results
on several SSDA datasets, outperforming the prior art by
a notable 4% margin on DomainNet. Code is available at
https://github.com/LoyoYang/DeCoTa.

1. Introduction
Domain adaptation (DA) aims to adapt machine learned
models from a source domain to a related but different target
domain [4, 14, 53, 13]. DA is particularly important in settings where labeled target data is hard to obtain, but labeled
source data is plentiful [63, 41, 21], e.g., adaptation from
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Figure 1: Deep Co-training with Task decomposition (D E C OTA).
We decompose semi-supervised domain adaptation (SSDA) into
two sub-tasks: semi-supervised learning (SSL) in the target domain,
and unsupervised DA (UDA) across domains. The two sub-tasks
offer different pseudo-label confidences to the unlabeled data (light
blue & light red circles), which we leverage via co-training: exchanging their high confident predictions to teach each other.
synthetic to real images [21, 55, 48, 47, 56] and adaptation
to a new or rare environment [10, 69, 54, 9]. Most of the
existing works focus on the unsupervised domain adaptation
(UDA) setting, in which the target domain is completely
unlabeled. Several recent works, however, show that adding
merely a tiny amount of target labeled data (e.g., just one
labeled image per class) can notably boost the performance
[51, 26, 45, 1, 31, 30, 12, 74], suggesting that this setting
may be more promising for domain adaptation to succeed.
In this paper, we thus focus on the latter setting, which is
referred to as semi-supervised domain adaptation (SSDA).
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Despite the seemingly nuanced difference between the
two settings, methods that are effective for SSDA and UDA
can vary substantially. For instance, [51] showed that directly combining the labeled source and labeled target data
and then applying popular UDA algorithms like domain
adversarial learning [13] or entropy minimization [16] can
hardly improve the performance. In other words, the labeled
target data have not been effectively used. Existing methods [51, 45, 26] therefore propose additional objectives to
strengthen the influence of labeled target data in SSDA.
Intrigued by these findings, we investigate the characteristics of SSDA further and emphasize two fundamental
challenges. First, the amount of labeled source data is much
larger than that of labeled target data. Second, the two data
are inherently different in their distributions. A single classifier learned together with both sources of supervision is thus
easily dominated by the labeled source data and is unable to
take advantage of the additional labeled target data.
To resolve this issue, we propose to explicitly decompose
the two sources of supervision and learn two distinct classifiers whose goals are however shared: to classify well on
the unlabeled target data. To this end, we pair the labeled
source data and the unlabeled target data to learn one classifier, which is essentially a UDA task. For the other classifier,
we pair the labeled and unlabeled target data, which is essentially a semi-supervised learning (SSL) task. That is, we
explicitly decompose SSDA into two well-studied tasks.
For each sub-task, one may apply any existing algorithms
independently. In this paper, we however investigate the idea
of learning the two classifiers jointly for two compelling
reasons. First, the two tasks share the same goal and same
unlabeled data, meaning that they are correlated. Second,
learning with distinct labeled data implies that the two classifiers will converge differently in what types of mistakes they
make and on which samples they are confident and correct,
meaning that they are complementary to each other.
We therefore propose to learn the two classifiers jointly
via co-training [6, 2, 8]1 , which is arguably one of the most
established algorithm for learning with multi views: in our
case, two correlating and complementary tasks. The approach is straightforward: train a separate classifier on each
task using its labeled data, and use them to create pseudolabels for the unlabeled data. As the two classifiers are
trained with distinct supervision, they will yield different
predictions. In particular, there will be samples that only one
classifier is confident about (and more likely to be correct).
By labeling these samples with the confident classifier’s predictions and adding them to the training set of the other
classifier to re-train on, the two classifiers are essentially
“teaching each other” to improve. To this end, we employ a
simple pseudo-labeling-based algorithm with deep learning,
1 We note that, co-training [6] and co-teaching [17] share similar concepts but are fundamentally different. See 2 for a discussion.

similar to [5], to train each classifier. Pseudo-labeling-based
algorithms have been shown powerful for both the UDA and
SSL tasks [70, 27]. In other words, we can apply the same
algorithm for both sub-tasks, greatly simplifying our overall
framework which we name D E C OTA: Deep Co-training
with Task Decomposition (Fig. 1 gives an illustration).
We evaluate D E C OTA on two benchmark datasets for
SSDA: DomainNet [41] and Office-home [66]. While very
simple to implement and without any adversarial training
[51, 45], D E C OTA significantly outperforms the state-ofthe-art results [45, 26] on DomainNet by over 4% and is
on a par with them on Office-home. We attribute this to
the empirical evidence that our task decomposition fits the
theoretical condition of relaxed ✏-expandability [8, 2], which
is sufficient for co-training to succeed. Another strength of
D E C OTA is that it requires no extra learning process like
feature decomposition to create views from data [8, 44, 7].
To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to enable
deep learning with co-training on SSDA.
The contributions of this work are as follow. (1) We
explicitly decompose the two very different sources of supervision, labeled source and labeled target data, in SSDA.
(2) We present D E C OTA, a simple deep learning based cotraining approach for SSDA to jointly learn two classifiers,
one for each supervision. (3) we provide intermediate results
and insights that illustrate why D E C OTA works. Specifically,
we show that D E C OTA satisfies the ✏-expandability requirement [2] of co-training. (4) Lastly, we support this work
with strong empirical results that outperform state-of-the-art.

2. Related Work
Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA). UDA has been
studied extensively. Many methods [33, 57, 65] matched
the feature distributions between domains by minimizing
their divergence. One mainstream approach is by domain
adversarial learning [13, 21, 68, 40, 67, 71, 69, 73]. More
recent works [52, 53, 29, 57] learn features based on the
cluster assumption [16]: classifier boundaries should not
cross high density target data regions. For example, [52, 53]
attempted to push target features away from the boundary,
using minimax training. Some other approaches employ
self-training with pseudo-labeling [28, 37, 38, 3] to progressively label unlabeled data and use them to fine-tune the
model [7, 25, 78, 24, 62, 32, 23, 27]. A few recent methods
use M IX U P [76], but mainly to augment adversarial learning
based UDA approaches (e.g., [13]) by stabilizing the domain
discriminator [61, 71] or smoothing the predictions [36, 72].
In contrast, we apply M IX U P to create better pseudo-labeled
data for co-training, without adversarial learning.
Semi-supervised domain learning (SSDA). SSDA attracts
less attention in DA, despite its promising scenario in balancing accuracy and labeling effort. With few labeled target
data, SSDA can quickly reshape the class boundaries to boost
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the accuracy [51, 45]. Many SSDA works are proposed prior
to deep learning [74, 31, 20, 42], matching features while
maintaining accuracy on labeled target data. [1, 64] employed knowledge distillation [19] to regularize the training
on labeled target data. More recent works use deep learning,
and find that the popular UDA principle of aligning feature
distributions could fail to learn discriminative class boundaries in SSDA [51]. [51] thus proposed to gradually move
the class prototypes (used to derive class boundaries) to the
target domain in a minimax fashion; [45] introduced opposite structure learning to cluster target data and scatter source
data to smooth the process of learning class boundaries. Both
works [45, 51] and [26] concatenate the target labeled data
with the source data to expand the labeled data. [30] incorporates meta-learning to search for better initial condition
in domain adaptation. SSDA is also related to [60, 43], in
which active learning is incorporated to label data for improving domain adaptation.
Co-training. Co-training, a powerful semi-supervised learning (SSL) method proposed in [6], looks at the available
data with two views from which two models are trained
interactively. By adding the confident predictions of one
model to the training set of the other, co-training enables the
models to “teach each other”. There were several assumptions to ensure co-training’s effectiveness [6], which were
later relaxed by [2] with the notion of ✏-expandability. [8]
broadened the scope of co-training to a single-view setting
by learning to decompose a fixed feature representation into
two artificially created views; [7] subsequently extended this
framework to use co-training for (semi-supervised) domain
adaptation2 . A recent work [44] extended co-training to
deep learning models, by encouraging two models to learn
different features and behave differently on single-view data.
One novelty of D E C OTA is that it works with single-view
data (both the UDA and SSL tasks are looking at images) but
requires no extra learning process like feature decomposition
to artificially create views from such data [8, 44, 7].
Co-training vs. co-teaching. Co-teaching [17] was proposed for learning with noisy data, which shares a similar
procedure to co-training by learning two models to filter out
noisy data for each other. There are several key differences
between them and D E C OTA is based on co-training. As
in [17], co-teaching is designed for supervised learning with
noisy labels, while co-training is for learning with unlabeled
data by leveraging two views. D E C OTA decomposes SSDA
into two tasks (two views) to leverage their difference to improve the performance — the core concept of co-training [7].
In contrast, co-teaching does not need two views. Further,
co-teaching relies on the memorization of neural nets to select small loss samples to teach the other classifiers, while
D E C OTA selects high confident ones from unlabeled data.
2 Similar to [45, 51], [7] simply concatenated the target labeled data with
the source data to expand the labeled data.

3. Deep Co-training with Task Decomposition
3.1. Approach Overview
Co-training strategies have traditionally been applied to
data with two views, e.g., audio and video, or webpages
with HTML source and link-graph, after which a classifier
is trained in each view and they teach each other on the
unlabeled data. This is the original formulation from Blum
and Mitchell [6], which is later extended to single-view data
by [8] for linear models and by [44] for deep neural networks.
Both methods require additional objective functions or tasks
(e.g., via generating adversarial examples [15]) to learn to
create artificial views such that co-training can be applied.
In this paper, we have however discovered that in semisupervised domain adaptation (SSDA), one can actually
conduct co-training using single-view data (all are images)
without such an additional learning subroutine. The key
is to leverage the inherent discrepancy of the labeled data
(i.e., supervision) provided in SSDA: the labeled data from
S
the source domain, DS = {(si , yi )}N
i=1 , and the labeled
T
data from the target domain, DT = {(ti , yi )}N
i=1 , which
is usually much smaller than DS . By combining each of
them with the unlabeled samples from the target domain,
U
DU = {ui }N
i=1 , we can construct two sub-tasks in SSDA:
• an unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) task that
trains a model wg using DS and DU ,

• a semi-supervised learning (SSL) task that trains another
model wf using DT and DU .
We learn both models by mini-batch stochastic gradient
descent (SGD). At every iteration, we sample three data sets,
B
S = {(sb , yb )}B
b=1 from DS , T = {(tb , yb )}b=1 from DT ,
B
and U = {ub }b=1 from DU , where B is the mini-batch size.
We can then predict on U using the the two models wg and
wf , creating the pseudo-label sets U (f ) and U (g) that will
be used to update wf and wg ,
U (f ) ={(ub , yˆb = arg max p(c|ub ; wg ));
c

if max p(c|ub ; wg ) > ⌧ },
c

U

(g)

={(ub , yˆb = arg max p(c|ub ; wf ));
c

if max p(c|ub ; wf ) > ⌧ },
c

(1)

where ub is an unlabeled sample drawn from U , p(c|ub ; ·)
is the predicted probability for a class c, and ⌧ is the threshold for pseudo-label selection. In other words, we use one
model’s (say wg ) high confident prediction to create pseudolabels for ub , which is then included in U (f ) that will be used
to train the other model wf . By looking at U (f ) and U (g)
jointly, we are indeed asking one model to simultaneously be
a teacher and a student: it provides confident pseudo-labels
for the other model to learn from, and learns from the other
model’s confident pseudo-labels.
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Algorithm 1: The D E C OTA algorithm

Target

Input :wf and wg , learning rate ⌘, batch size B,
iteration Nmax , beta distribution coefficient ↵,
confidence threshold ⌧ , data DS , DT , DU ;
for n
1 to Nmax do
Sample S = {(sb , yb )}B
b=1 from DS ,
Sample T = {(tb , yb )}B
b=1 from DT ,
Sample U = {ub }B
b=1 from DU ;
Set U (f ) = ;, U (g) = ;;
for b
1 to B do
if maxc p(c|ub ; wg ) > ⌧ then
Update U (f )
U (f ) + {(ub , ŷb )},
ŷb = arg maxc p(c|ub ; wg );
end
if maxc p(c|ub ; wf ) > ⌧ then
Update U (g)
U (g) + {(ub , ŷb )},
ŷb = arg maxc p(c|ub ; wf );
end
end
(f )

|U (f ) |

(g)

|U (g) |

Obtain Ũ (f ) = {M IX U P(Ui , Ti ; ↵)}i=1 ;

Obtain Ũ (g) = {M IX U P(Ui , Si ; ↵)}i=1 ;
Update
⇣
⌘
wf
wf ⌘ rL(wf , T ) + rL(wf , Ũ (f ) ) ;
Update
⇣
⌘
wg
wg ⌘ rL(wg , S) + rL(wg , Ũ (g) ) ;

end
Output :wf and wg (for model ensemble).

We call this approach D E C OTA, which stands for Deep
Co-training with Task Decomposition. In the following, we
will discuss how to improve the pseudo-label quality (i.e., its
coverage and accuracy) for D E C OTA, and provide in-depth
analysis why D E C OTA works.
3.1.1

D E C OTA with High-quality Pseudo-labels

The pseudo-labels acquired from each model are understandably noisy. At the beginning of the training, this problem is
especially acute, and affects the efficacy of the model as the
training progresses. Our experience shows that mitigation
is necessary to handle noise in the pseudo-labels to further
enhance D E C OTA, for which we follow recent works of
SSL [5] to apply M IX U P [76, 35]. M IX U P is an operation to construct virtual examples by convex combinations.
Given two labeled examples (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ), we define
M IX U P ((x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ); ↵)
⇠ Beta(↵, ↵),

x̃ = (1

)x1 + x2 ,

ỹ = (1

)ey1 + ey2 (2)

to obtain a virtual example (x̃, ỹ), where ey is a one-hot
vector with the y th element being 1. controls the degree of
M IX U P while Beta refers to the standard beta distribution.

!

Source

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: t-SNE visualization of S (red dots, sampled from DS )

and U (blue dots, sampled from DU ): (a) before and (b) after
including M IX U P in calculating the projection; (c) t-SNE of S, U ,
and M IX U P(S, U ). We see a clear data transition along .

We perform M IX U P between labeled and pseudo-labeled
data: i.e., between samples in U (f ) and T , and between
samples in U (g) and S to obtain two sets of virtual examples
Ũ (f ) and Ũ (g) . We then update wf and wg by SGD,
⇣
⌘
wg
wg ⌘ rL(wg , S) + rL(wg , Ũ (g) ) , (3)
⇣
⌘
wf
wf ⌘ rL(wf , T ) + rL(wf , Ũ (f ) ) ,

where ⌘ is the learning rate and L is the averaged loss over
examples. We use the cross-entropy loss.
In our experiments, we have found that M IX U P can
• effectively denoise an incorrect pseudo-label by mixing it
with a correct one (from S or T ). The resulting ỹ at least
contains a portion of correct labels;
• smoothly bridge the domain gap between U and S. This is
done by interpolating between U (g) and S. The resulting x̃
can be seen as an intermediate example between domains.
In other words, M IX U P encourages the models to behave
linearly between accurately labeled and pseudo-labeled data,
which reduces the undesirable oscillations caused by noisy
pseudo-labels and stabilizes the predictions across domains.
We note that, our usage of M IX U P is fundamentally different
from [61, 71, 36, 72] that employed M IX U P as auxiliary
losses to augment existing DA algorithms like [13].
We illustrate this in Fig. 2. A model pre-trained on DS
is used to generate feature embeddings. We then employ
t-SNE [34] to perform two tasks simultaneously, namely
clustering the embedded samples as well as projecting them
into a 2D space for visualization. In (a), only S sampled
from DS and U sampled from DU are embedded, while in
(b) and (c), additional samples from M IX U P of S and U were
added to the fold to influence t-SNE’s clustering step. (b)
shows only the finally projected S and U samples afterwards
while (c) shows the additional projected M IX U P samples as
a function of . One can easily see that M IX U P effectively
closes the gap between the source and target domain. We
summarize our proposed algorithm in Algorithm 1.

3.2. Constraints for Effective Co-training
In D E C OTA, we perform co-training via a decomposition of tasks on single-view data. To explain further why
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 3: Analysis on the two-task decomposition. We use DomainNet [41] (Real to Clipart; three-shot). (a) We show the number of test

examples that both, exactly one, and none of the models have high confidence on (in total, 18, 325). The two tasks hold unique expertise (i.e.,
there is a 14% portion of the data that exactly one view is confident on), satisfying the condition of co-training in Eq. (6). (b) We show the
power of co-training: the same tasks without co-training perform worse, indicating that the models benefit from each other. See Section 3.2
for details. The analysis is on DomainNet (R to C; three-shot) and we will clarify it. We further analyze pseudo-labels in (c) and (d). For
every 1K iterations (i.e., 24K unlabeled data with possible repetition), we accumulate the number of data that have confident (> 0.5) and
correct predictions by at least one classifier. See Section 4 for details. (c) Comparison of pseudo-label quantity and quality using D E C OTA
vs. M I ST. (d) M I ST vs. self-training (S+T+pseudo-U). It can be observed that D E C OTA has the largest number of correct pseudo-labels.

D E C OTA works, we provide analysis in this subsection on
the difference made by splitting the SSDA problem into two
tasks for co-training. That is, we would like to verify that
the decomposition leads to two tasks that fit into the assumption of co-training [2]. To begin with, we train two models:
one model, wS , is trained with S and Ũ (S) while the other
model, wT , is trained with T and Ũ (T ) . Ũ (S) is obtained
from applying wS to U for pseudo-labels, follow by M IX U P
with S. The same definition goes for Ũ (T ) . Essentially, both
the UDA and SSL task prepare their own pseudo-labels independently using their respective model in a procedure that
is similar to self-training [28, 37, 38, 3].
After training, we apply wT to the entire DU and compute
for each u 2 DU the binary confidence indicator
(
1 if maxc p(c|u; wT ) > ⌧,
hT (u) =
(4)
0 otherwise.
Here, high confident examples will get a value 1, otherwise
0. We also apply wS to DU to obtain hS (u). Denote by
h̄T (u) = 1 hT (u) the not function of hT (u), we compute
the following three indicators to summarize the entire DU
X
hboth :
hT (u)hS (u),

We ran the study on DomainNet [41], in which we use
Real as source and Clipart as target. (See Section 4 for
details.) We consider a 126-class classification problem,
in which |DS | = 70, 358, |DU | = 18, 325, and |DT | =
378 (i.e., a three-shot setting where each class in the target
domain is given three labeled samples). We initialize wS
and wT with a ResNet [18] pre-trained on DS , and evaluate
Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) every 500 iterations (with a ⌧ = 0.5
confidence threshold in selecting pseudo-labels.).
Fig. 3 (a) shows the results. The two models do hold their
specialties (i.e., yield different high-confident predictions).
Even at the end of training, there is a 14% portion of data
that one model is confident on but not the other (the blue
curve). Thus, if we can properly fuse their specialties during
training — one model provides the pseudo-labels to the data
on which the other model is uncertain — we are likely to
jointly learn stronger models at the end.
This is indeed the core idea of our co-training proposal.
Theoretically, the two “views” (or, tasks in our case) must
satisfy certain conditions, e.g., ✏-expandability [2]. [8, 7]
relaxed it and only needed the expanding condition to hold
on average in the unlabeled set, which can be formulated as
follows, using hboth , hone , and hnone

u2DU

hone :

X

hT (u)h̄S (u) + h̄T (u)hS (u),

u2DU

hnone :

X

hone

✏ min(hboth , hnone ).

(6)

(5)

h̄T (u)h̄S (u),

u2DU

corresponding to the number of examples that both, exactly
one, and none of the models have high confidence on, respectively. Intuitively, if the two models are exactly the same,
hone will be 0, meaning that they are either both confident or
not on an example. On the contrary, if the two models are
well optimized but hold their specialties, both hone and hboth
will be of high values and hnone will be low.

To satisfy Eq. 6, there must be sufficient examples that exactly one model is confident on so that the two models can
benefit from teaching each other. Referring to Fig. 3 (a)
again, our two tasks consistently hold a ✏ around 2 after the
first 500 iterations (i.e., after the models start to learn the
task-specific idiosyncrasies), suggesting the feasibility of
applying co-training to our decomposition. The power of
co-training is clearly illustrated in Fig. 3 (b). The two models without co-training, wT and wS , perform worse than
their co-training counterparts, wf and wg (see Section 3.1,
Eq. (1), Eq. (3)), even using the same architecture and data.
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Table 1: Comparing with deep co-training methods [44] for SSDA on DomainNet, 3-shot. (See Section 4 for details.)
Method
Deep Co-Training [44] w/o M IX U P
Deep Co-Training [44] with M IX U P
D E C OTA

R to C

R to P

P to C

C to S

S to P

R to S

P to R

Mean

73.7
74.2
80.4

67.6
69.1
75.2

73.2
72.3
78.7

63.9
64.1
68.6

66.7
67.9
72.7

64.1
65.1
71.9

79.3
79.4
81.5

69.7
70.3
75.6

3.3. Comparing to Other Co-training Approaches
With our approach outlined, it is worthwhile to contrast
D E C OTA with prior co-training work in domain adaptation.
In particular, D E C OTA is notably different from the approach
known as Co-training for DA (CODA) [7]. While CODA
also utilizes co-training for SSDA using single-view data, it
differs from D E C OTA fundamentally as follow:
1. CODA takes a feature-centric view in that the two artificial views in its co-training procedure are constructed by
decomposing the feature dimensions into two mutually
exclusive subsets. D E C OTA on the other hand achieves
effective co-training with a two-task decomposition.
2. The two views in CODA do not exchange high confident
pseudo-labels in a mini-batch fashion like D E C OTA. Nor
does CODA utilize M IX U P, which we have shown to be
valuable for SSDA. Instead, CODA explicitly conducts
feature alignment by minimizing the difference between
the distributions of the source and target domains.
3. CODA trains a logistic regression classifier. In the era of
deep learning, while co-training has been used in multiple
vision tasks, D E C OTA is the first work in SSDA utilizing
deep learning, co-training, and mixup in a cohesive and
principled fashion, achieving state of the art performance.
Since CODA is not deep learning based, to further justify
the efficacy of D E C OTA, we took the deep co-training work
described in [44] that was designed for semi-supervised image recognition, and customize it for SSDA. [44] constructs
multi-views for co-training via two different adversarial perturbations on the same image samples, after which the two
networks are trained to make different mistakes on the same
adversarial examples. For fair comparison, we compare [44]
both with and without M IX U P, using the DomainNet [41]
dataset. The results are given in Table 1. D E C OTA outperforms [44] by a margin. See Section 4 for detailed setups.

4. Experiments
We consider the one-/three-shot settings, following [51],
where each class is given one or three labeled target examples. We train with DS , DT , and unlabeled DU . We then
reveal the true label of DU for evaluation.
Datasets. We use DomainNet [41], a large-scale benchmark dataset for domain adaptation that has 345 classes
and 6 domains. We follow [51], using a 126-class subset
with 4 domains (i.e., R: Real, C: Clipart, P: Painting, S:
Sketch.) and report 7 different adaptation scenarios. We also

use Office-Home [66], another benchmark that contains 65
classes, with 12 adaptation scenarios constructed from 4
domains (i.e., R: Real world, C: Clipar t, A: Art, P: Product).
Implementation details. We implement using Pytorch [39].
We follow [51] to use ResNet-34 [18] on DomainNet and
VGG-16 [58] on Office-Home. We also provide ResNet34 results on Office-Home in order to fairly compare with
[26] in supplementary. The networks are pre-trained on
ImageNet [11, 49]. We follow [51, 46] to replace the last
linear layer with a K-way cosine classifier (e.g., K = 126
for DomainNet) and train it at a fixed temperature (0.05 in
all our experiments). We initialize wf with a model first finetuned on DS , and initialize wg with a model first fine-tuned
on DS and then fine-tuned on DT . We do so to encourage
the two models to be different at the beginning. At each
iteration, we sample three mini-batches S ⇢ DS , T ⇢ DT ,
and U ⇢ DU of equal sizes B = 24 (cf. Section 3.1.1). We
set the confidence threshold ⌧ = 0.5, and beta distribution
coefficient ↵ = 1.0. We use SGD with momentum of 0.9
and an initial learning rate of 0.001, following [51]. We
train for 50K/10K iterations on DomainNet/Office-Home.
We note that, D E C OTA does not increase the training time
since at each iteration, it only updates and learns from the
pseudo-labels of the current mini-batch of unlabeled data,
not the entire unlabeled data.
Baselines. We compare to four state-of-the-art SSDA
approaches, MME [51], UODA [45], APE [26], and
ELP [22]. We also compare to S+T, a model trained with
DS and DT , without using DU . Additionally, we compare
to DANN [13] (domain adversarial learning) and ENT [16]
(entropy minimization), both of which are important prior
work on UDA. We modify them such that DS and DT are
used jointly to train the classifier, following [51]. We denote
by S the model trained only with the source data DS .
Variants of our approach. We consider variants of our
approach for extensive ablation studies. We first introduce
a model we called M IX U P Self-Training (M I ST). M I ST is
trained as follows
w

w

⌘rL(w, S) + rL(w, T )
+

(w)

(w)
rL(w, ŨS )

(w)

+

(7)

(w)
rL(w, ŨT )),

where ŨS and ŨT are pseudo-labels obtained from w,
followed by M IX U P with S and T , respectively. M I ST basically lumps all the pseudo and hard labeled samples together
during training, and is intended for comparing with the effect of co-training. S+T+pseudo-U is the model trained
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Table 2: Accuracy on DomainNet (%) for three-shot setting with 4 domains, using ResNet-34.
Method

R to C

R to P

P to C

C to S

S to P

R to S

P to R

Mean

60.8
62.3
67.8
72.1
75.4
76.6
74.9
80.4

63.6
63.0
67.4
69.2
71.5
72.1
72.1
75.2

60.8
59.1
62.9
69.7
73.2
76.7
74.4
78.7

55.6
55.1
50.5
59.0
64.1
63.1
64.3
68.6

59.5
59.7
61.2
64.7
69.4
66.1
69.7
72.7

53.3
57.4
58.3
62.2
64.2
67.8
64.9
71.9

74.5
67.0
79.3
79.0
80.8
79.4
81.0
81.5

61.2
60.5
63.9
68.0
71.2
71.7
71.6
75.6

S+T
DANN [13]
ENT [51]
MME [51]
UODA [45]
APE [26]
ELP [22]
D E C OTA

Table 3: Accuracy on Office-Home (%) for three-shot setting with 4 domains, using VGG-16.
Method
S+T
DANN [13]
ENT [51]
MME [51]
UODA [45]
APE [26]
ELP [22]
D E C OTA

R to C

R to P

R to A

P to R

P to C

P to A

A to P

A to C

A to R

C to R

C to A

C to P

Mean

49.6
56.1
48.3
56.9
57.6
56.0
57.1
59.9

78.6
77.9
81.6
82.9
83.6
81.0
83.2
83.9

63.6
63.7
65.5
65.7
67.5
65.2
67.0
67.7

72.7
73.6
76.6
76.7
77.7
73.7
76.3
77.3

47.2
52.4
46.8
53.6
54.9
51.4
53.9
57.7

55.9
56.3
56.9
59.2
61.0
59.3
59.3
60.7

69.4
69.5
73.0
75.7
77.7
75.0
75.9
78.0

47.5
50.0
44.8
54.9
55.4
54.4
55.1
54.9

73.4
72.3
75.3
75.3
76.7
73.7
76.3
76.0

69.7
68.7
72.9
72.9
73.8
71.4
73.3
74.3

56.2
56.4
59.1
61.1
61.9
61.7
61.9
63.2

70.4
69.8
77.0
76.3
78.4
75.1
76.1
78.4

62.9
63.9
64.8
67.6
68.9
66.5
68.0
69.3

with self-training, but without M IX U P. Two-view M I ST is
the direct ensemble of independently trained models, one for
each view, using M I ST (cf. Section 3.2). Vanilla-Ensemble
is the ensemble model by combining two M I ST trained on
DS , DT , and DU but with different initialization. For all the
variants that train only one model, we initialize it with a pretrained model fine-tuned on DS and then fine-tuned on DT .
Otherwise, we initialize the two models in the same way as
D E C OTA. We note that, for any methods that involve two
models, we perform ensemble on their output probability.
Main results. We summarize the comparison with baselines
in Table 2 and Table 3. We mainly report the three-shot
results and leave the one-shot results in the supplementary
material. D E C OTA outperforms other methods by a large
margin on DomainNet, and outperforms all methods on
Office-Home (mean). The smaller gain on Office-Home may
be due to its smaller data size and limited scenes. DomainNet
is larger and more diverse; the significant improvement on it
is a stronger indicator of the effectiveness of our algorithm.
We further provide detailed analysis on D E C OTA. We
mainly report the DomainNet three-shot results. Other detailed results can be found in the supplementary material.
Task decomposition. We first compare D E C OTA to M I ST.
As shown in Table 4 (a)-(b), D E C OTA outperforms M I ST by
1% on DomainNet and 5% on Office-Home on the three-shot
setup. Fig. 3 (c) further shows the number of pseudo-labels
involved in model training (those with confidence larger
than ⌧ = 0.5). We see that D E C OTA always generates more
pseudo-label data with a higher accuracy than M I ST (also
in Fig. 3 (b)), justifying our claim that the decomposition
helps keep DS ’s and DT ’s specialties, producing high confi-

dent predictions on more unlabeled data as a result.
Co-training. We compare D E C OTA to two-view M I ST.
Both methods decompose the data into a SSL and a UDA
task. The difference is in how the pseudo-label set was
generated (cf. Eq. (1)): Two-view M I ST constructs each
set independently (cf. Section 3.2). D E C OTA outperforms
two-view M I ST by a margin, not only on ensemble, but
also on each view alone, justifying the effectiveness of two
models exchanging their specialties to benefit each other. As
in Table 4 (c), each model of D E C OTA outperforms M I ST.
M IX U P. We examine the importance of M IX U P. Specifically, we compare M I ST and S+T+pseudo-U. The second
model trains in the same way as M I ST, except that it does
not apply M IX U P. On DomainNet (3-shot), M I ST outperforms S+T+pseudo-U by 9% on average. We attribute this
difference to the denoising effect by M IX U P: M IX U P is
performed after the pseudo-label set is defined, so it does
not directly affect the number of pseudo-labels, but the quality. We further calculate the number of correctly assigned
pseudo-labels along training, as shown in Fig. 3 (d). With
M IX U P, the correct pseudo-label pool boosts consistently. In
contrast, S+T+pseudo-U reinforces itself with wrongly assigned pseudo-labels; the percentage thus remains constantly
low. Comparison results are shown in Table 4 (d).
Comparison to vanilla model ensemble. Since D E C OTA
combines wf and wg in making predictions, for a fair comparison we train two M I ST models (both use DS + DT +
DU ), each with different initialization, and perform model
ensemble. As shown in Table 4 (a)-(b), D E C OTA outperforms this vanilla model ensemble, especially on OfficeHome, suggesting that our improvement does not simply
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Table 4: Ablation Study (three shots). (a)-(b): comparison of M I ST and D E C OTA and the vanilla ensemble of two independently trained

M I ST; (c): comparison of Two-view M I ST (without co-training) and D E C OTA; (d) comparison of M I ST and S+T+pseudo-U without
M IX U P; (e) each model of D E C OTA on the source domain test data, comparing to supervised training on source (S), average of DomainNet.
All accuracy in (%).
(a) Comparing M I ST, Vanilla-Ensemble of two M I ST (with different initialization), and D E C OTA on DomainNet
Method

R to C R to P P to C C to S S to P R to S P to R Mean

M I ST
Vanilla-Ensemble
D E C OTA

78.1
79.7
80.4

75.2
75.0
75.2

76.7
77.2
78.7

68.3
68.4
68.6

72.6
72.1
72.7

71.5
70.8
71.9

79.8
79.7
81.5

74.6
74.7
75.6

(b) Comparing M I ST, Vanilla-Ensemble of two M I ST (with different initialization), and D E C OTA on Office-Home
Method

R to C R to P R to A P to R P to C P to A A to P A to C A to R C to R C to A C to P Mean

M I ST
Vanilla-Ensemble
D E C OTA

54.7
56.1
59.9

81.2
81.8
83.9

64.0
63.4
67.7

69.4
72.9
77.3

51.7
54.1
57.7

58.8
55.1
60.7

69.1
74.2
78.0

47.6
49.5
54.9

70.6
72.1
76.0

65.3
67.4
74.3

60.8
55.2
63.2

73.8
75.6
78.4

63.9
64.7
69.3

(c) Comparing the decomposed tasks trained independently to using D E C OTA
Method

Task

R to C R to P P to C C to S S to P R to S P to R Mean

Decomposed tasks
(without co-training)

wf
wg
Ensemble

72.1
76.3
77.3

65.7
72.2
72.0

71.8
70.3
75.1

61.0
63.7
65.7

63.0
69.4
69.3

59.9
66.9
66.1

75.9
76.1
78.7

67.0
70.7
72.0

D E C OTA

wf
wg
Ensemble

80.1
80.0
80.4

74.6
74.5
75.2

78.6
78.4
78.7

68.4
68.3
68.6

72.5
72.2
72.7

71.2
71.3
71.9

81.1
80.6
81.5

75.2
75.0
75.6

(d) Comparing M I ST and the S+T+pseudo-U with no M IX U P on DomainNet
Method
S+T+pseudo-U
M I ST

R to C R to P P to C C to S S to P R to S P to R Mean
70.0
78.1

67.2
75.2

68.3
76.7

57.2
68.3

61.1
72.6

58.7
71.5

come from model ensemble, but from co-training.
On the “two-classifier-convergence” problem [75]. D E C OTA is based on co-training and thus does not suffer the
problem. This is shown in Table 4 (a, b): M I ST and VanillaEnsemble are based on self-training and D E C OTA outperformed them. Even at the end of training when two classifiers
have similar accuracy (see Table 4 (c)), combining them still
boosts the accuracy: i.e., they make different predictions.
Results on the source domain. While wf and wg have
similar accuracy on DU , the fact that wf does not learn from
DS suggest their difference in classifying source domain
data. We verify this in Table 4 (e), where we apply each
model individually on a hold-out set from the source domain
(provided by DomainNet). We see that wg clearly dominates
wf . Its accuracy is even on a par with a model trained only
on DS , showing one advantage of D E C OTA— the model
can keep its discriminative ability on the source domain.

5. Conclusion
We introduce D E C OTA, a simple yet effective approach
for semi-supervised domain adaptation (SSDA). Our key

71.2
79.8

65.6
74.6

(e) Accuracy on source domain
wf

wg

65.3 98.2

D E C OTA

S

93.5

98.8

contribution is the novel insight that the two sources of supervisions (i.e., the labeled target and labeled source data)
are inherent different and should not be combined directly.
D E C OTA thus explicitly decomposes SSDA into two tasks
(i.e., views), a semi-supervised learning task and an unsupervised domain adaptation task, in which each supervision can
be better leveraged. To encourage knowledge sharing and
integration between the two tasks, we employ co-training, a
well-established technique that allows for distinct views to
learn from each other. We provided empirical evidence that
the two tasks satisfy the theoretical condition of co-training,
which makes D E C OTA well founded, simple (without adversarial learning), and superior in performance.
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